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Conference for Catholic Facility Managers (CCFM) is a 
Registered Provider with The American Institute of 
Architects Continuing Education Systems. Credit earned on 
completion of this program will be reported to CES Records 
for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for non-AIA 
members are available on request.

This program is registered with the AIA/CES for continuing 
professional education. As such, it does not include content 
that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or 
endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or 
any method or manner of handling, using, distributing, or 
dealing in any material or product. 

Questions related to specific materials, methods, 
and services will be addressed at the conclusion 
of this presentation.



LEARNIG OBJECTIVES
● Upon completion, the participant 

should have a better understanding 
of the history, makeup and finishes of
natural tile

● The importance of surface preparation, 
installation procedures and grouting 
issues relating to natural stone tile

● Natural stone sealing and maintenance 

● A better understanding of optimal  
vertical stone tile assemblies

● A better understanding of typical 
horizontal stone tile assemblies

● The importance of flexible mortars
for exterior vertical stone tile
installations  

Limestone Façade, St. Martin's Church (1874) Starkenburg, MO 



● Tiling with marble probably started  
with the Romans 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
● For centuries the Italian mountains have

produced with many kinds of marble 
● Historically marble and granite have been used as a symbol  of 

quality and prestige usually found only in the most elaborate of projects

Marble Quarry, Alpi Apuane, Northern Italy



● To work with stone is to work with the earths organic core
● By the time the pyramids were built, man had become highly

skilled in the use of stone, to shape and place it according to
his needs

● Many of the stone works of ancient man have survived with 
little visible sign of change

The Pantheon’s Massive Marble Columns (126AD) Rome



● Below Peter Paul Rubens paintings are the churches
exceptional travertine inlaid floors  

● Incorporating stone in building or décor is a tribute to
nature, to permanence and a statement to future generations

Why
Stone?

The Church of Santa Maria in Vallicella (1583) Rome



The Vanderbilt “Marble House” (1888) Newport, RI

● Stone is a statement of quiet elegance and a subconscious perception
of security



● The church is famed for its important
Baroque art work, marble inlays and
marble floors

● Stone, with a little craftsmanship has
an infinite variety, with a spectacular
pallet of colors, intriguing texture
and with strength and a lasting
permanence

Sant'Agostino Church (1483) Rome



● The church is renowned for it’s lavish 
colored marbles columns and floors

● The amazing feel of natural stone is 
yet to be exceed by modern day 
“designer” molecules

● In short stone is organic, sophisticated
and elegant

The Church of Saint Ignatius of Loyola (1650) Rome



When an architect/designer selects a stone 
they should be aware of the following criteria:

One main question, is who is doing the selection? 

● Color
● Mineral Type
● Aesthetics 
● Finish Application (Type of Finish)
● Quality Level of Installation 
● Maintenance

When a contractor, owner or individual selects a stone, 
they will normally do it based on pricing considerations and color!



● Consideration should be given 
on whether the stone is for exterior
or interior use of for vertical or
horizontal surfaces?

● Do not forget to know whether 
stone in cubical form columns, 
arches, or other applications 
are required?

● This may cause a different 
selection to be done due to 
price and structural strength 
of the stone



We will consider the selection as it applies to tile or 
standard ¾ (2cm) or less. As this accounts for 95% 
of all stone purchased in the US



Where does stone come from?
China, Brazil, Italy, Spain, Portugal, France, Guatemala, 

Taiwan, India, Turkey and the Americas

Different Mineral Types

Igneous
● Granite

Sedimentary Rock
● Limestone
● Onyx
● Travertine
● Sandstone 

Metamorphic Rock
● Marble
● Quartzite
● Serpentine
● Slate



Sedimentary
(Hard)

Metamorphic
(Harder)

Igneous
(Hardest)

Calcareous
Composed of or
containing or
resembling 
calcium carbonate or
calcite or chalk 
(Acid sensitive
with etch marks)

Limestone
Travertine
Onyx

Marble (Veining)

Serpentine

Siliceous
Relating to or 
containing or 
resembling silica sand
(Non-Acid sensitive
and should not etch)

Sandstone Slate
Quartzite

Granite
(Flecks)

Natural Stone Categories



● Many different types exist, yet the mineral 
composition of all limestone is similar

LIMESTONE:
Is considered the most abundant chemical sedimentary rock

● Most of them are of marine origin, formed 
in ancient warm shallow seas directly 
and indirectly from the life processes 
of marine plant and animal organisms



● As these organisms died their 
calcareous remains, shells and 
skeletons accumulated in these 
sea beds building up vast 
deposits

● Accompanying this process 
algae and other lime-secreting 
plants precipitated calcium 
carbonate in very fine clay 
to silt size particles which 
mixed with these fragments 
to form calcareous ooze (mud).



● During these processes a wide 
variety of foreign materials ranging
from clay minerals, quartz sand, 
iron oxides, and other minerals along 
with the remains of other plants and 
animals were being added to this 
sedimentary brew

● As the waters receded these deposits 
consolidated to form limestone 
rock masses

● In some limestone's the partial or 
complete fossilized remains of 
these extinct organisms can be 
seen 



MARBLE:
Is a metamorphic stone. It was at one time a limestone or dolomite that has 
been structurally altered by recrystallization

● Pure marble is white. The abstract 
variety of colors, mottling, clouds, 
swirls, shadings, streaks and 
veining are derived from the 
accessory minerals that were 
present in the limestone or dolomite

● Commercially "Marble" has become 
a trade term, which is used to classify 
a wide rage of stones used for 
decorative purposes that are 
capable of taking a polish



● Metamorphic stones that are grouped 
into this commercial classification are
geological marbles and limestone's 
that can take a polish, also dolomites, 
travertine's, onyx and serpentines
(also called green marbles)

● Marble like any other building 
material has its strengths and
limitations. It is important to 
judge the performance 
characteristics of different 
stones individually and 
not assume that all marbles 
are alike



GRANITE:
True geological granite has been formed from molten material i.e. magma 
that cooled very slowly and crystallized deep below the earth's crust. 

● This slow cooling, combined with the pressure from the overlying 
rock mass produces a well defined crystal structure, that is very 
compact nature. Granites name is derived from its granular texture



● The term "Granite" has taken on a broader commercial classification, 
referring to granite-type stones with similar characteristics, origins 
and having slightly different mineral compositions. 

● The majority are geologically related to each coming from the same 
rock family. However, some are far removed in their composition 
and their formation processes



● The name of a stone can become an important point in relation 
to what one thinks the stone is, just based on a name only and 
the intended use of the stone

● The trade term "Granite" has been incorporated in the names 
of some stones and this can prove to be misleading. 
For instance, Granito Nero is a black limestone, the name
Belgian Granite is for a gray-black bituminous limestone, 
and Petit Granite is a black limestone



Crema Grecia Marble Tile

Technological 
Advancements in
Fabricating and
Finishing Stone Tile



● Marble or granite may be polished up to seven or eight times using a finer
pad with each pass  



● Both the Italians and Chinese have developed new technologies for 
fabricating and finishing stone tile

16 Polishing Heads



Stone Finish Options

Belgian Bluestone

One stone, one color, one quarry

Polished Honed Sandblasted Bush 
Hammered

Chiseled Flamed



Specifying 
Natural Stone
● Where should would

specify stone tile?

● How well will it perform?

● What do we expect from 
stone tile installations?

Moka Travertine Tile



ASTM testing for Stone
ASTM C-97

Water absorption
ASTM C-99

Shear Strength and diagonal strength (Anchoring)
ASTM C-170

Compressive strength (load bearing installations)
ASTM C-241

Abrasion resistance caused by foot traffic on floor
ASTM C-880

Flexural strength, when in tension, or its bending strength
ASTM C-1028

Coefficient of Static Friction (Slip resistance of a walking surface)

Right Stone for the Right Job

NOTE:
MIA Provides testing systems for natural stone



Importance of the Substrate

(ANSI A108.01):

Before installing any new type of flooring, 
you must first examine and prepare the 
underlying surface to be sure it is:

● Sound
● True and smooth
● Ready to accept bonding materials

NOTE:
● Inspect concrete substrates for cracks and moisture intrusion 
● Look for gapping in plywood sheathing 



Horizontal Installation of Natural Stone

● Mortar bed installations 

● Medium-bed installations 

● Thin-set installations



Mortar bed installations ANSI A 108.A, B, C
● Traditional method, Level Substrate, Slope to 

drain, most expensive most time consuming 
(Old School) 

Installation of Natural Stone



Natural Stone

TCNA F 111 Mortar Bed w/Cleavage 
Membrane Installation



Wet Set Method 108.A
Thick Set, Floating, Mortar Bed F111



Medium-bed installations ANSI A108.5
● Can be applied up to ¾” non slumping leveling 

minor substrate imperfections

Installation of Natural Stone



TCNA F 112 Cement Mortar Bed 
Bonded Installation

Natural Stone



Thin-set installations ANSI A108.5
● least expensive, quickest installation

(Showcased in the next slide)

Installation of Natural Stone



Mortar / Dry-Set / Thin-Set Cement Based

● ANSI 118.1 Dry-Portland Cement (Un-modified Thin-Set)
● ANSI 118.4 Latex or Polymer-Portland Cement Mortar (Modified Thin-Set)

● Wall Tile Thin-Set Mortar 
(Non-Sag)

Types of Thin-Set Mortars:

Published References: 

● Crack Prevention Mortar 
(Flexible)

● Complete Contact Mortar 
(Eliminates Back Buttering)

● Rapid Setting Mortar 
(allows grouting in 2 to 4 hours foot traffic in 6 to 8 hours)

● Medium Bed Mortars 
(Apply up to ¾” (non slumping)

ANSI 118.11 EGP Latex Mortar (Thin-set Over Plywood)
● Not Recommend for Natural Stone Installation



Tile Adhesives Non-Cement Based

● A118.3 Epoxy (100% Solid Cement Powder Added for Color)

Published References: 

(RECOMMENDATION: For Stones Coated With Resin/Epoxy/Serpentines)

● A118.8 Modified Epoxy (Contains Water)

● A136.1 Organic Adhesives (Mastic) 

(RECOMMENDATION: Do Not Use With Natural Stone)



TCNA F 113 Latex Portland 
Cement Mortar Installation

Natural Stone



Latex Portland Mortar Installation TCNA F113



Expiation Joint Installation 

Natural Stone

Perimeter Spacing

The Importance of Expansion Joints



Natural Stone

TCNA EJ171B
Contraction/Saw Cut Detail



● This product group is designed to guard against
minor movement within the plane of the
substrate (Generally movement less than 1/8”)                

Anti-Fracture Membranes NSI A118.12

● Not designed to bridge or relocate intended
movement engineered into the structure. 



Expansion Joint Crack



Crack Isolation Membrane ANSI A118.12

Option #1
Isolate Natural Stone



TCNA EJ171-03

Concrete Substrate-Lack of Expansion Joints



Crack Isolation Membrane ANSI A118.12

Option #2
Field Apply Natural Stone



Trowel Applied ANSI 118.10 Crack Isolation Membrane



ANSI 118.12 Crack Isolation/118.10 Membranes



High strength peel-and-stick 
anti-fracture membranes

● Manufactured using self-bonding polypropylene these mats are designed
to reduce crack transmission in residential and commercial tile or stone 
floors while providing IIC sound reduction



High strength peel-and-stick anti-fracture 
membranes can bridge horizontal cracks up to 
3/8" (9.5 mm) in full floor thin-set applications



GROUTING STONE:
● Unsanded Grout joints up to 1/8”
● Sanded Grout Joints from 1/8” to 1/2” wide
● Saltillo Grout joints from ½” to 1¼” wide



Optimum Condition For Grout
● Uniform color

● None of the setting material should be showing 

● Smooth, without voids, pinholes or low spots

● Dense and cured to maximum hardness and resistant 
to penetration or removal with common knife blade

● Tooled or struck to the depth of the cushion on cushion/rounded edged tile 

● Finished flush to the top of square edge tile 



Remove
Haze

Grouting



Vertical Installation of Natural Stone

French Limestone Tile



The Difference Between  
09 3000 Exterior Veneer Porcelain and Natural Stone Tile

-v-
04 7300 Exterior Veneer Manufactured Stone Masonry

C54 Contactors License   -v- C29 Contractors License  



TCNA Framing Requirements 

3 ½”

20 Gauge Or Heavier

Spacing Maximum 16” ● In California typical exterior
commercial projects are using 
larger and heavier gauge metal 
framing than TCNA minimum
requirements 

● A typical wall assembly in
common use consists of 
6" deep 16 gauge metal 
framing





16”

Metal Framing



Silicone Core Fiberglass Face Exterior Sheathing 

Silicone core fiberglass faced sheathing
has the highest score (10) for

mold resistance based on 
ASTM D3273 criteria 



Silicone Core Fiberglass Face Exterior Sheathing Installation 



Flashing 
Windows



2.  APPLY SELF SEALING MEMBRANE

PRE-FORMED CORNER FLASHING (1)
Flashing 
Windows

Spunbond Polyolefin
Weather Barrier (Next Slide)

Always Apply
Horizontal Applications 



Spun Bonded Polyolefin Air & Weather Barrier w/Taped Joints  

The non-woven fiber 
structure meets ASTM E2178-01

Taped
Joint



Water-Resistive Barriers/Housewraps 

Common Industry Test Standards

● ASTM E2178-01 – Air Permeance of Materials 

ASTM E2178-01 Performance Requirements:
1/2” gypsum board air leakage not exceeding 
0.004 cubic feet per minute @ 1.57 ponds per square foot



Spun Bonded Polyolefin Air Leakage (Tested per ASTM E 2178-01)

< 0.0040.004< 0.020.021.5775
**cfm/ ft.²**cfm/ ft.²L/sM²L/sM²*lb./ ft.²Pa

Results for 
Spun 

Bonded
Polyolefin

Air Leakage
(ABAA 

requirement)

Results for 
Spun 

Bonded
Polyolefin

Air Leakage
(ABAA 

requirement)
Pressure

**cubic feet per minute*ponds per square foot



Bulk
Water

Holdout
(CM)

Spunbond 
Polyolefin

Grade D 
Paper

Water 
Holdout

(210) 

Absorbs
Water

(90-120) 

Absorbs 
Water
(52) 

#15 Felt

Air 
Penetration 
Resistance 

Air 
Penetration 
Resistance

.004 
Cubic Feet 
per Minute

Minimal Air 
Penetration 
Resistance

(Not Designed 
As An Air Barrier) CFM/2 @ t75PA 

Vapor 
Transmission

ASTM E96
(perms) 

High
Permeability

(50) 

10x
Less 

Permeable
(5) 

6x 
Less

Permeable
(8)

Nuts & Bolts:

Minimal Air 
Penetration 
Resistance

(Not Designed 
As An Air Barrier) 



Spun Bonded 
Polyolefin Installations



One Sheet 60 Minute ‘D’ Paper 



60 Minute ‘D’ Paper Installation  



Spunbond Polyolefin Air &  
Weather Barrier w/Taped Joints  

Sheet 60 Minute D Paper  

Natural Weep Space

Air & Weather Barrier Assembly

Weep Screed  

Metal Framing

Silicone Core Fiberglass 
Face Exterior Sheathing 



Horizontal Control Joint



Self-Furring Welded Wire Lath

Welded wire lath and or 3.4 metal lath
must be cut and picture framed into control joints



Self-furring welded wire lath      -v- 3.4 Self-furred metal lath 

Self-Furring Welded Wire Lath



Self-furring welded wire lath meets ASTM C 1032 and can 
be used instead of 3.4 lb/yd2 diamond mesh metal lath



Metal Framing
Silicone Core Fiberglass 
Face Exterior Sheathing 
Primary Flashing
w/Self-Sealing Membrane on Sill

Single Sheet 60 Minute D Paper  

Self-Furring Welded Wire Lath

Casing Bead

Setting Materials

Scratch & Brown

Natural Stone or Porcelain Tile

Closed Cell Backer 
Rod & Sealant (Next Slide)

Primary Flashing Lapped
Into Flash Pan

Window
Detail

Continuous Air Seal Around
Perimeter of Window

Window Mullion 

Pan Flashing

Sealant Gasket

Sill Wedge

Spunbond Polyolefin Air & Weather 
Barrier w/Taped Joints



Through Wall Expansion Joint

Back to 
back framing

Closed cell
baker rod

Sheathing

Air
barrier

Membrane
bridging
expansion 
joint

NOTE:
TCNA Guideline: 3/8” joints 8’ on center and 1/2” joints 12’ on center 



Expansion 
and control 

joint installation 
maximum 12’ in 

any direction



Window Head 
Through Wall

Expansion Joint



Control
Joint

Vertical &
Horizontal

Control Joints



NOTE:
TCNA guidelines state
that silicone sealants
may be used on both
interior and exterior 
vertical tile work and 
should comply with
ASTM C920

Proper Sealant Installation



Horizontal Expansion 
Joint Installation

Vertical Expansion 
Joint Installation

Expansion Joint Installation



Fiber Reinforced Scratch & Brown

What About Pre-Mixed Scratch & Brown?



Fiber Reinforced Scratch & Brown Installation



Fiber Reinforced Scratch & Brown Installation



Fiber Reinforced Scratch & Brown Installation (1/4” in 10-0’) 



Fiber Reinforced Scratch & Brown Installation (1/4” in 10-0’) 



Guideline Criteria for Curing Scratch & Brown:

CURING (PLASTER BASE CAOTS)
A. Overlaps and cold joints are unacceptable.
1. Moist-cure scratch coat in the morning and/late afternoon for a period of two days.
2. Moist-cure with a fine mist of clean water; do not saturate.
3. Moist-cure only after the scratch coat has set and is hard.
4. Cure scratch coat for a total of two days.
5. Moist-cure brown coat in the morning and/late afternoon for a period of two days.
6. Moist-cure with a fine mist of clean water; do not saturate.
7. Moist-cure only after the brown coat has set and is hard.
8. Cure brown coat for a total of seven days.
B. The plaster basecoat should be protected from 

freezing for a period of 24 hours after application.
1. Do not moist-cure if basecoat is subject to freezing.
2. Do not use frozen materials in mix.
3. Do not apply cement plaster to a surface that is frozen or contains frost.

Liquid polymer admixes and fiberglass fibers are recommended by industry professionals



Waterproofing & Crack 
Isolation Membrane



Spray Applied Waterproofing & Crack 
Isolation Membrane Installation



Spray Applied Waterproofing & Crack 
Isolation Membrane Installation



1403.5.3 Unit Size and Limitations.
Veneer units shall not exceed 36 inches 

(914 mm) in the greatest dimension or more 
than 720 square inches (0.46 m²) in total area 
and shall not weigh more than 15 pounds per 

square foot (psf) (73.2 kg/m²) unless approved 
by the building official. 

EXCEPTION: Veneer units weighing less than 3 psf 
(14.6 kg/m²) shall not be limited in dimension or area.  

Tile Size Limitations

NOTE:
The state of California requires a maximum 
of 10 ponds per foot on all municipal work 



Wood Framing 
30’ Above The 

Sill Plate

Tile Height Limitations (Wood Framing)

30’



Tile Height Limitations (Metal Framing) None

The Wachovia Building Irvine, California



The Wachovia Building Was Built in 1986 (24 Year Old Building)  



Insure a Minimum of 95% Coverage of 
Setting Material on Surface of Substrate 



Insure a Minimum of 95% 
Coverage on Back of Tile with 

Setting Material



NOTE:
TCNA guideline for setting materials (exterior application)
ANSI  A118.4 Polymer-Modified Portland Cement Mortar

Setting Materials For Exterior Application

What is a Polymer ?

A chemical compound formed by the union 
of individually structured units, called monomers

What is a Monomer ?

A Monomer is a reactive chemical compound capable of 
combining with itself or other monomers to produce a polymer

The quality of the setting materials is directly linked to the manufacturers 
warranty, the longer the warranty the better the setting material 

and the higher the price!   



The monomers are like links in a chain

The type and characteristics of monomers that 
make up the chain will determine the polymers 

flexibility, tensile strength, water resistance, 
chemical resistance and UV resistance



What Do High Quality Polymers Do For Setting Materials ?

(1). Enhance Curing



(2). Add Flexibility

What Do High Quality Polymers Do For Setting Materials ?



(3). Reduce Porosity

What Do High Quality Polymers Do For Setting Materials ?



(4). Increase Adhesion

What Do High Quality Polymers Do For Setting Materials ?
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Bullock’s Store, Northridge, California (Circa 1973)



Bullock’s Store After January 17, 1994, Northridge Earthquake



Metal Framing

Silicone Core Fiberglass 
Face Exterior Sheathing 

Spunbond Polyolefin Weather 
Barrier w/Taped Joints  

3.4 Self-Furring 
Welded Wire Lath

Waterproofing & Crack 
Isolation Membrane

Fiber Reinforced 
Scratch & Brown

Natural Stone Tile

Polymer Modified
Setting Materials

Grout

Completed Assembly Polymers provides better
bond strength, flexural 
strength, elongation and 
freeze/thaw durabilityControl Joint

Sheet 60 Minute D Paper



Setting Materials (What Not To Do)



Setting Materials (What Not To Do)



Reference Materials
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completion of this program will be reported to CES Records 
for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for non-AIA 
members are available on request.

This program is registered with the AIA/CES for continuing 
professional education. As such, it does not include content 
that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or 
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dealing in any material or product. 

Questions related to specific materials, methods, 
and services will be addressed at the conclusion 
of this presentation.



www.custombuildingproducts.com

Winner of the 2005 AIA/CES 
Award for Excellence

This concludes the American Institute of Architects 
Continuing Education System Program.

Thank You
John Diaz @ 714.769.7004
jdiaz@cbpmail.net


